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Viscera 

"Apparels, Accessories and More"

Shop for some trendy and comfortable apparels at Viscera. Located on

Broadway Street, the store stocks a range of quality goods for both men

and women. Designer shirts, trousers, dresses, skirts, tops and more can

be easily purchased from here. You can also pair you apparels with some

accessories and jewelry available here. Sunglasses, watches, rings, bags

and hats that can suit any personality are all stocked in the store. If you

are not able to make a selection, then feel free to ask for suggestions to

the friendly and attentive staff here. The store is also open on Sundays,

but by appointments only. If you are in the mood to go on a shopping

spree, head to Viscera to shop for some quality products for yourself or to

simply gift your loved ones.

 +1 510 410 9040  viscerastudio.com/  info@viscerastudio.com  1542 Broadway, Oakland CA
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Crown Nine 

"Handcrafted Jewelry"

Whether you're looking for your next favorite piece of jewelry, searching

out an engagement ring, or just feel like browsing, be sure to stop in at

Crown Nine next time you're in Oakland. The boutique jewelry store is

committed to the concept of selling real objects made by real people, and

places an emphasis on hand-crafted, unique items. Kate Ellen, an award-

winning jewelry designer, opened the shop in the space below her loft

apartment; from this perch, she creates and curates the jewelry that is

placed on display.

 +1 510 251 9000  www.crown-nine.com/  515 9th Street, Oakland CA
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Rare Bird 

"Unique Vintage Goods"

Located on Piedmont Avenue, Rare Bird is one of the best store to shop

for some quality antiques. Specializing in vintage products, the store has

something for all. Apparels for women, accessories and more all are

stocked under one roof here. You can also decorate the walls of your

house with a range of quality home decor products available here. The

staff here is quite friendly and knowledgeable about the products. The

store also displays its products made in various workshops like candle

making, block printing, painting and weaving. If you looking to treat

yourself or your loved ones with some unique gifts, than head to Rare

Bird.

 +1 510 653 2473  therarebird.com/  info@therarebird.com  3883 Piedmont Avenue,

Oakland CA
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Nathan & Co. 

"Eclectic Shopping"

Nathan & Co. is a top destination for all things fun and quirky. This cute

boutique stocks everything from scarves and jewelry to cookbooks, crazy

card games, lamps, funny books and everything in between. If you're

looking for the perfect gift for someone or just looking for fun things to

stock your home with, Nathan & Co. should be on your list.

 +1 510 428 9638  www.nathanandco.com/home.aspx  4025 Piedmont Avenue, Oakland CA
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Esqueleto 

"Designer Jewellery and Accessories"

If you are in a mood to shop for some trendy and quality accessories then

head to no further than Esqueleto. Located on the 49th Street, the cozy

store specializes in selling high quality designer goods like rings,

necklaces, earrings, bracelets and more. One can also shop for home

decor items like wall hangings and frames and give a new look to the

walls of their houses. It is a good spot to shop if you are looking to gift

your loved ones some fashionable stuff.

 +1 510 629 6216  shopesqueleto.com/  info@shopesqueleto.com  482A 49th Street, Suite A,

Oakland CA
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